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Arzopa A1 MAX 17.3" portable monitor
The  Arzopa  A1  Max  portable  monitor  delivers  top  performance  in  a  compact  form  factor!  It  offers  a  17.3-inch  Full  HD  display  that  is
responsible  for  excellent  image quality  and vivid  colors.  Advanced Eye Care technology reduces screen flicker  and harmful  blue light,
which minimizes eye fatigue and ensures comfortable work even throughout the day. It has 2 built-in speakers, and its lightweight and
compact design makes it easy to pack in your bag and take with you wherever you go.
 
Great image quality
Now no detail will escape your attention while watching movies or playing games! Its 17.3-inch screen with a 16:9 aspect ratio and Full
HD 1920  x  1080p  resolution  provides  incredibly  clear  and  detailed  images  that  will  transport  you  to  a  world  of  virtual  reality.  With  a
brightness of 300 cd/m2, you can enjoy images with vivid colors and saturated details, even in brightly lit  rooms. What's more, it also
uses HDR technology to guarantee an even better viewing experience.
 
Wide compatibility
Compatibility problems are a thing of the past! The Arzopa A1 Max offers several different ports. It features a mini HDMI and USB-C port,
which allow you to seamlessly connect to a laptop,  tablet  or  even a gaming console.  Meanwhile,  a 3.5mm jack allows you to connect
external  speakers  or  headphones.  You  can  easily  connect  your  MacBook  12,  Lenovo  Youga  laptop,  Samsung  S20  smartphone,  PS4
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console and more!
 
Use as you are comfortable
The A1 Max offers up to three display modes, making it perfect for many situations. Duplicate Mode allows you to share the image from
your laptop to a larger screen, while Extend Mode allows you to extend your desktop from the main screen to a portable monitor, giving
you even more space while you work. Second Screen Mode allows the A1 Max to be used independently as a second screen.
 
Lightweight, durable and reliable
The portable monitor impresses not only with its fantastic image quality and functionality, but also with its sturdy construction. Made of
aluminum  alloy,  the  monitor  is  lightweight  and  extremely  durable  -  great  for  both  everyday  use  and  travel.  You  can  position  it  both
vertically and horizontally, adjusting it to your preferences and work style, and the 178° wide viewing angle ensures a consistent image
and excellent color reproduction, no matter what angle you look at the screen.
 
Discover the power of sound
Listen to your favorite songs freely,  without  having to connect  additional  speakers!  The portable monitor  is  equipped with 2 speakers
that allow you to enjoy high quality sound, and offers the amazing Dolby Atmos surround sound effect. Whether you're watching a movie,
listening to music or playing games, the built-in speakers will transport you right into the middle of the action!
 
Included
portable monitor
case
USB-C to USB-C cable
Mini HDMI to HDMI cable (for data transmission only)
USB-C to USB-A cable (for power only)
user manual
Manufacturer
Arzopa
Model
A1 Max
Screen diagonal
17,3" (16:9)
Matrix
IPS
Resolution
Full HD 1920 x 1080 p
Viewing angle
Vertical:178° 
Horizontal: 178°
Brightness
300 cd/m2
Refresh rate
60 Hz
Color gamut
72% NTSC
Display color
16.7M (8-bit)
Contrast ratio
1000:1
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Color temperature
6800K
Bracket material
Aluminum alloy
Input ports
Mini HDMI (video signal), 2x USB-C (video transfer, power)
Output ports
3.5mm headphone jack
Speakers
2 built-in (1W x2)
HDR
Yes
OSD button
Yes

Preço:

€ 186.00

Acessórios para computadores, Other
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